Innovative Infrastructure

COMMUNITIES OF TOMORROW
Advancing Municipal Infrastructure Innovation

Municipal Innovation Network

Saskatchewan’s Global Leadership Opportunity
Building Upon Current Momentum

• Municipal Innovation Network (unprecedented)
• More than 100 industry members, researchers, municipalities and other stakeholders
• 15 Saskatchewan communities have signed 5 year MOU’s to participate and have invested in excess of $300,000 in cash/value-in-kind to the Leveraged Municipal Innovation Fund
• Industry-focused Municipal Infrastructure Innovation Fund
• Results – for every $1 invested by Government into CT, a minimum of $1.45 goes back to growing the economy
Building Upon Current Momentum

• Projects now underway on: pavement and pothole repair, asphalt recycling, winter road mix, wastewater sludge re-use, snow dump meltwater management
• Each project has a municipal “champion” to lead working group
• CT staff facilitating meetings/discussions
• Consultants hired as required to do detailed work
Building Upon Current Momentum

- Communities of Tomorrow and
- Web-based platform
- Smarter infrastructure solutions

- Innovation
- Financing
- Defining the need
- Engagement
- Practical approaches
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Payback
REAPING THE REWARDS OF INNOVATION
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